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In the second quarter of 2021, the Bitcoin SV Technical Standards Committee (TSC) has 
focused on raising awareness of what it offers to businesses operating on the BSV 
blockchain and building participation in the standardisation programme. To that 
effect, the TSC has ramped up its marketing activities even further with the launch of a 
quarterly newsletter. It also hosted an introductory webinar and secured its first 
presence on stage at the CoinGeek Conference in Zurich.

Those efforts led to three new proposals being submitted to the TSC in Q2 2021. We 
have also welcomed our fourth working group. The Merkle proof standardised format 
became the first standard to reach the published stage, a huge milestone for the 
technical standards programme.

In Q3, the TSC will continue to encourage participation in its technical standards 
programme. The publication of the TSC standards roadmap will be a key achievement 
of the next quarter to further the committee’s mission to build interoperability and 
facilitate industry participation in the development of global standards.
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During the second quarter of 2021, the TSC focused on expanding the awareness of 
the technical standards programme with new outreach activities. These efforts will 
continue going forward, with a series of new initiatives that aim to demystify the 
purpose of the programme and highlight the key benefits of getting involved. The 
third quarter of 2021 will also mark the start of a review of our processes, ensuring 
they remain lightweight and accessible. Participants in active working groups will 
be consulted in this process.
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Website

■ 900 new users, nearly double from 
the previous quarter (498 in Q1)

■ 79% of our traffic comprised new 
users, reflecting the success of the 
TSC’s efforts to raise awareness of the 
standard development programme

Web traffic and users peaked in line with engagement 
activities. CoinGeek Zurich alone brought 157 visitors to 

the website, of which 75 were new users.

New Visitor Returning visitor
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Technical Standards

■ Four active working groups 

■ Three new standard proposals received 



AT A GLANCE

Technical standards in progress

■ One standard in the drafting phase

■ One standard in the internal review phase

■ One standard in the public review phase

■ One standard in the published phase 
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Introductory Webinar

Titled ‘Introducing Bitcoin SV technical standards’, the TSC’s first 
webinar took place on April 21 and focused on the process of 
standardisation and its advantages, in addition to discussing the 
organisation’s roadmap, which was opened to input from the 
wider community. Members of the TSC explained the role of the 
organisation and its goals before the floor was opened to 
questions from attendees to provide further detail on key points. 
100 attendees joined the live webinar with many more watching 
it once it was published on the TSC and Bitcoin Association 
websites.
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CoinGeek Conference Zurich

CoinGeek conferences have established a reputation for their 
professional production and the quality of their speakers. With over 4 
million views, CoinGeek Zurich was an excellent platform for the TSC to 
present the role played by the technical standards programme in 
fostering the development of Bitcoin SV. TSC chairperson Steve Shadders
and founding committee member Alex Fauvel talked about the technical 
standards roadmap and recent TSC activities during their presentation. 
They also officially announced the publication of the Merkle proof 
standardised format, the committee’s first published standard, and 
welcomed participation in the roadmap and envelope specification 
standard public reviews. 
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Interview Series - TTDR (Too Technical, Didn’t 
Read)

The TSC aims to make its standards accessible to all. To that 
end, it has launched a series of interviews titled TTDR (Too 
Technical, Didn’t Read). These interviews, published under the 
news section of the TSC website, features proposers, working 
group participants and standards developers, users and 
implementers. Tailored to a less technical audience, each 
interview contains a short introduction explaining the 
standard in accessible terms and provide additional details 
such as key benefits of implementation, how to get involved, 
and how it can support Bitcoin SV growth. An interview 
presenting the TSC roadmap and the Merkle Proof 
Standardised Format were published in Q2. 

https://tsc.bitcoinassociation.net/news/
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Newsletter

In Q2, the TSC launched its first 
newsletter. This newsletter is sent 
quarterly to subscribers and offers a 
summary of the technical standards 
programme, standards in development, 
as well as advertising opportunities for 
stakeholders to get involved.
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Participant Surveys

The TSC produced a series of surveys to gather feedback on our internal and standards 
development processes. These surveys are shared with working group participants at 
various points through the standard development process to assess various elements of 
the standard lifecycle. We then use the feedback to improve our internal processes and 
our standard development where required. These surveys also help us understand our 
participant profile to better support them during standards development. They allow us 
to visualise our participant profiles and help us direct our outreach activities to under-
represented areas, ensuring the wider ecosystem has a voice in the development of 
standards. 
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Participant Surveys

Some early results from these surveys show the following:

■ 80% of respondents are participating for the first time in standard development

■ 40% are acting as individuals and 60% are representing their companies

■ Early data shows a good mix of stakeholder groups, with the researcher, miner, investor and 
regulator categories identified as potential areas of expansion.

■ Currently, most participants are from small companies, which reinforces our aim of reaching 
larger companies in the next six months.
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Participant Surveys Responses
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Participant Surveys

Responses
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Videos

Key activities in achieving the TSC's goal of increasing participation 
in its standard development programme is to produce accessible 
material explaining its processes and how to get involved. In Q2 we 
have published a series of animated videos offering an overview of 
the standard development as well as a description of each phase of 
the processes. These will help us promote and explain our 
programme, take away the requirement to read a lengthy 
document for people interested in learning about our process, and 
help with onboarding new participants. 

In Q3, we will be producing a series of promotional videos featuring 
testimonials from working group participants. These will serve to 
help promote our opportunity to get involved in the technical 
standards programme by highlighting the benefits perceived by 
our participants. 

https://tsc.bitcoinassociation.net/standard-overview/
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